**Year 2 Enjoy Musica Viva 2012**

**Hercules**

“On Monday K-2 went to the hall to see the Musica Viva Performance “Hercules”. The story was about how Hercules learnt to be brave. Lyco stole Hermoine from Hercules and Lyco turned her into a bird and locked her in a cage. Hercules went looking for Hermoine but a crow pushed him into a dark cave and he could not see. Hermoine was stuck in the cage until Hercules came and saved her. Hercules finally found Hermoine and turned her back into a person again (PS How he turned Hermoine into a person was by kissing her.)”
- Janaya Godden (2M)

**Hercules**

“On Monday K-2 went to the hall to see the Musica Viva performance “Hercules.” Musica Viva was on after lunch. This is what the story is about. Hercules and Hermoine were going to get married but Lyco wanted to marry Hermoine. Hermoine didn’t want to marry Lyco so Lyco locked Hermoine in the dungeon and turned her into a bird. Hercules shouted ‘Hermoine, Hermoine where are you?’ Then Apollo the King of the Sun appeared and he taught Hercules a dance that made him brave. Then Hercules found Hermoine. Finally they got married. The show was great. I Loved it!”
- Ainslie Roberts (2M)